Sec. Cor. Set a fir limb for corner post from which:
   A 36" dead fir snag bears N 56°E 43 lks. dist. mkd. ½ in bark (old BT)
   An 1½" alder bears S 88°E 7½ ft. dist. mkd. ½35BT scribed in bark (new BT).

In the presence of Willis Horner and Harold Nicholson. Feb. 18, 1954.

Sec. Cor. Set an iron pipe 1¼", 4 ft. long & 2 ft. in ground, from which:
   A 5¼" dead fir snag bears S 16°E 4½ ft. slope dist. The original scribing was not legible. Remarked this tree ½815BT.
   Remains of a fir stump about 1¼" diam. bears N 56°E 4½ ft. dist. slope dist. All scribing rotted off.
   A 30" fir with a 6-pronged top bears N 42°E 36 ft. slope dist. mkd. ½910BT (new BT).

In the presence of Willis Horner, Tom Paterson, and Allen Taylor. April 20, 1955.